UNLOCK
INVESTMENT

Promote the Market & Drive Support
to do the Heavy Lifting

INTRODUCTION
SYSTEM CHANGES

I

f we are to deliver Net Zero with a fully optimised energy system we have
to change the basis of the cost, value and price of the system. The current
“truths” were designed in the 1980s and 1990s around the fossil fuel system
where customers were “recipients” of the system rather than participants,
where the big step was the change from a nationalised system to a privatised
system, and where there were few big and important players.
This section aims to address some of those fundamental system changes
required to deliver decarbonisation.
Key recommendations include:
• Consumers Equal Access to Support: Consumer assets to be included in all
support and market mechanisms.
• Services Unlocking Added Value: Offer consumers services not just
commodities.
• Reward Flexibility Fairly: Introduce a Flexibility Service Agreement similar to
a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA).
• Reallocate System Risk and Cost: Risk needs to move from consumers to
those that create the risk.
• Underpin the Market: Create a low-powered floor price for the merchant
and PPA markets.
• Focus support on the Heavy Lifting: Focus support and resources on
immature technologies, not least consumer assets.

Overview of All Recommendations
More from Less
From Consumption to Optimisation

Objective

EPISODE
ONE
Outcomes

Building
Blocks

System
Changes

Reveal Value

Reward Customers

Carbon Busting
From Fossil
to Net Zero

Fully Costed
From Silos to
Whole System

Unlock Investment

Deep Digitalisation
From Brawn
to Brains

Citizens’ Dividend
From the Few
to the Many

Reward
Customers

Unlock
Consumer &
System Value

Stop Passing
the
Buck

Move to
Market
Solutions

Start the
Heavy
Lifting

From Supply
to Demand

From
Commodities
to Services

From
Spreading
Risk to
Owning Risk

From
Subsidies
to the
Market

From Mature
to Immature
Technologies

EPISODE
TWO

Drive out
Carbon
Unlock
the Capital
throughout
the system

Reward
Customers’
Actions &
Assets

Fully
Costed
System

Maximise
Utility of all
Capacity on
the system

Reduce
Whole
System
Costs

Optimising the Five Cs
of a Fully Costed System

All regulatory and
policy actions should
be guided by optimising
the Five Cs, measured
against the Full
System Costs

EPISODE
THREE

We recognise that many of the recommendations have a
different level of complexity to implement and have given a
Red, Amber or Green rating to each of the recommendations,
outlining the challenges that each poses.
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Optimising the
Five Cs: Carbon,
Customers, Costs,
Capacity & Capital

DIFFICULT
ACHIEVABLE
EASY

UNLOCK INVESTMENT
FROM SUBSIDIES TO THE MARKET
Drive out
Carbon

Unlock
Capital
throughout
the system

Maximise
Utility of all
Capacity on
the system

Fully
Costed
System

Reward
Customers’
Actions &
Assets

Reduce
Whole
System
Costs

AMBITION: Move more mature
technologies into the market,
removing current distortions and
releasing government support for
more immature technologies. Unlock
£20bn by accelerating investment
throughout the supply chain

Optimising the Five Cs of a
Fully Costed System

Recommendations: From Subsidies to
the Market
1	
Decouple the Low Carbon System from the Fossil Fuel Paradigm:
Recognise the differences between a commodity-based system and a
capital-intensive system
Bite the Bullet but Spread the Joy: Significantly accelerate investment
2	
support, and broaden access to it for new assets throughout the supply
chain, with a particular focus on customers’ assets through miniaturising
CfDs and the Capacity Market
Support a Vibrant ‘Market-First’ Strategy: Provide a very low
3	
powered floor price to the open market, and lead on building a robust,
more transparent and liquid market
Reform Contracts for Difference: Put in place additional freedoms,
4	
while also placing new obligations; and in the medium term pivot the
mechanism back to its original purpose – immature technologies
Financial Sandbox: BEIS should establish a financial ‘sandbox’, working
5	
with new investors with a different risk profile to existing investment and
developing diverse routes to investment, reflecting the diverse set of
assets required.
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Funding the Decarbonised Energy System

D

espite the great success of the current government funding regimes,
policy time is almost uniquely spent examining these support regimes
for generation, with much less time taking leadership in designing a
robust, fair and transparent unsupported market.
The amount of investment needed to transform our energy system is
significant and with other parts of the world aiming to decarbonise it will be a
highly competitive environment to secure resources and capabilities to deliver
Net Zero. The UK is one of the leading countries on the path to decarbonisation
but the task of securing the investment cannot be underestimated.
There will need to be a strong investment pull with clarity on the role of
government, the market rules and the expectations of investors. The challenge
is to develop an attractive investment environment, incorporate wider industrial
objectives, while also being fair to the public purse. In addition, the nature of the
assets required are more complex and with different characteristics, so a ‘one
size’ support mechanism will not fit all.
We have tested the impact of some of our recommendations on the cost of
risk with investors and while risk still exists, a combination of actions could and
should reduce risk and therefore the cost of capital.

The five Ds
•
•
•
•
•

Destination Clear
Decarbonised Always
Double Investment
Diversify Investment
Demand Assets Crucial

DeRisking the Capital through Policy Measures and Low Powered Floor Price
Demand
Certainty
Driving
Risk
Down

Revenue
Stacking

Intervention/Support

No Market Barriers

New Markets

Risk Reduction Measures

Utility Value and storage

Fossil Fuel
Measures
Project
Risk

Developer Risk

Policy Certainty: 80% mandates

Benefits

Squeezing out Carbon

Merit Order

Squeezing out Carbon

Capital/Debt Cost
Construction/
Operational Risk

Floor Price
Residual
Risk

No Curtailing

Recommendation 1: Decouple the
Decarbonised System from the Fossil
Fuel Paradigm
By squeezing renewables into a fossil fuel paradigm, we are trying to get the
intermittent generation to behave as if it were a "ramp-it-up" asset and are
costing every electron equally. Fundamentally we have to recognise that the new
system has different characteristics and requires new investment models that a
volatile commodity price can no longer effectively unlock.
Significant changes required include:
• Focus
	
on the Capital not the Commodity: The pricing of energy against a
volatile and a less relevant commodity price is inhibiting investment in the much
wider set of assets required throughout the system. The feedstock is of marginal
cost but the assets are capital intensive, and the processing, fixed assets and
system management are an important and growing cost to the system.
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• Address
	
the Fossil Fuel bias: As indicated in From Fossil to Low Carbon
there are many “hidden” market and support biases sitting at the heart of the
system that need to be addressed
• Unlock
	
New Assets and Actions: The current market is not unlocking the
energy “processing” and storage assets that are capital intensive and have
an increasing value across a fully costed energy system. While “processing”
assets have been developed through the balancing and ancillary markets,
the value becomes cannibalised quickly and long-term investment signals
are weak. The volatile price of a commodity is never going to offer the
investment case for the quantity of these assets required.
• Support Consumer Assets: There is very limited support or focus
on ensuring greater access to behind-the-meter assets, crucial to the
decarbonisation of transport and heat..

QUITE EASY
The review of all policies for
fossil fuel bias is important
and policy needs to develop
different approaches to
support to unlock storage and
consumer assets. See From
Supply to Demand

Recommendations: From Fossil to Low Carbon
1	
Clear Destination: Mandate suppliers to deliver 80% decarbonised
electricity by 2030, with different but clear trajectories for other
energy sectors.
Review all Policy and Regulatory Fossil Bias: Government, Ofgem
2	
and other regulated bodies must urgently review all their actions to
reduce any fossil fuel bias.
Require Onerous Reporting of Fossil Choices: Place bureaucratic
3	
burdens on all regulated actors who procure fossil fuels.
Tighten up the Renewable Energy Guarantees of Origin Scheme:
4	
Ensure that REGOs are linked and related to UK-based renewable
technologies.

Recommendation 2: Bite the Bullet but
Spread the Joy
Accelerate the Timeframe for Investment
The UK needs to be less squeamish about significantly increasing support for
investment in decarbonising the energy system – and doing so quickly. We
have all seen the wider economic and industrial benefits of driving hard on
decarbonisation and the UK has an impressive track record it can build on.
The UK Government’s Energy White Paper investment proposals are
significant. However, the timescale is not fast enough as it will be spread over
the next ten years. The investment proposed in the White Paper needs to be
front-loaded, with the majority invested in the next five years to ensure that we
stay within our carbon budget but also capture the significant innovation and
industrial opportunities.
Accelerating investment and deployment requires a specific policy and
institutional focus to deliver these projects. While it is welcome that there will be a
cross-government working group to coordinate this, we believe that there needs
to be a specific Delivery Agency established to drive this investment forward.

MODERATELY EASY
This will require accelerating
investment which is
challenging but the benefits
significantly outweigh the
challenges
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Spread the Joy
It is extremely welcome that the White Paper outlines the broadening of the
technology portfolio, for long-term investment in storage, CCUS and hydrogen.
However, disappointingly there is less focus on the distributed assets, not least
behind-the-meter assets, that require support.
The new metrics developed for this project shows the significant value of
demand side assets alongside generation assets.
The ReCosting Energy project has aimed to “spread the joy” of this value to
consumers throughout its set of recommendations, and believes that consumer
demand side assets must be given equal access to all support mechanisms
commensurate with their value to the whole system cost.
Through services, the cost of these capital assets can be spread over a
Modelling whole
contract period and service providers can act as the counterparty
to the system costs of demand-side technologies
support mechanism, driving down the overall cost of the product to the
consumer and accelerating take-up.
Recosting Metrics
Figure 6

Example WESC, including illustrative distribution network benefits

Whole Electricity System Costs, including distribution network benefits
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Technology own variable costs
Balancing costs
Total WSC

Technology own fixed costs
Displaced generation costs

OCGT

DSR - Other Domestic

Li-Ion Battery T2/T3

Li-Ion Battery T1

Biomass CCS

Nuclear

Gas CCS

CCGT

Onshore Wind

Solar (large)
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Efficiency - Domestic (LEDs)
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DSR - Other Non Domestic
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DSR - EV Residential On Street
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DSR - HP Non Domestic

0

DSR - EV Depot

100

DSR - HP Domestic

Impact on whole system costs (£/MWh)

300

Capacity adequacy costs
Distribution network costs

These example figures should not be interpreted as "generic" estimates of the whole system impact of a class of technologies.
Whole system impacts are dependent on the wider electricity system and when technologies are assumed to be built.
Source: Frontier

The addition of these benefits leads to an improvement for whole system impacts
for all the DSR, storage and energy efficiency technologies, given that they are all
on the distribution network. “Other non-domestic” DSR, is now shown as having a
negative WESC (whereas without these benefits it adds costs to the system).
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Recommendation 3: Support a Vibrant
“Market First” Strategy
Pathway to the Market
All actions in terms of policy and regulation should be driving more and more
of the mature technologies towards the market and reducing their dependence
on support. We should reserve the supported market to those technologies
that have not yet grown to scale, proven their operational abilities, reached cost
parity or built an optimised supply chain.
Increase Policy Focus
Policy and regulatory focus has in the main been focused on the Contracts for
Difference and Capacity Market mechanisms rather than investing the time and
leadership in supporting the market, reducing barriers and facilitating more
investors to default to unsupported routes to invest.
Much greater focus is required to understand the barriers and develop the
mechanisms that support the market, looking at and learning from other countries
that have developed more vibrant markets, such as the USA and Germany.
Inherent Barriers to the Market
Historically there have been several biases that have encouraged investors to
defer to the supported market and avoided the merchant or PPA options. It
must be made a priority to facilitate greater market-driven investments. This will,
however, need some de-risking and policy action, along with time for greater
confidence to be built.
•	
Fossil Fuel Bias: As stated throughout this report there are several embedded
fossil fuel biases that need to be addressed to significantly reduce the
undercutting of the decarbonised market.
•	
Complex Contractual Relationships: While there are moves to rationalise
and simplify PPA agreements, there is still a lot of work to do to simplify and
commoditise the procurement of PPAs to create much greater liquidity and
tradability.
•	
Counterparty Risk: Whether suppliers or corporates, purchasers have
had their credit-worthiness significantly weakened by COVID-19. Even before
COVID-19 there was reluctance to enter longer-term PPAs and the UK market
was not as liquid as, for example, the German market. In addition, some of the
ratings agencies regard PPAs as a credit risk, further disincentivising corporates
from signing PPAs with long enough terms to to unlock investment.
•	
Capacity Market and CfD Distortions: While important mechanisms, these
are having a negative impact on the unsupported market and undermining
investor confidence.

FAIR ACCESS TO
CONSUMER PRODUCTS
Focus on demand side support
is crucial if we are not to
increase inequality and drive
greater whole system costs
to those who cannot afford
the capital costs of the new
decarbonised assets.
While we recognise that
there is a big requirement
for large investment in
generation assets, politically
it is extremely important
that the “Joy” is spread and
that support mechanisms are
designed around empowering
and serving all consumers.
Consumers have a veto on Net
Zero so their lives, their assets
and their experiences must
be enhanced and supported
throughout this transition.
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Strengthening the PPA/Merchant markets through a Low Power Floor Price
MODERATELY EASY
In this current market, with fragile suppliers and weakened corporate balance
The
mechanism exists for
sheets, the PPA market is likely to suffer in the short term. While it would be
Contracts
for Difference but
desirable to have totally unsupported PPA/merchant markets, there is a need
needs
to
be
extended to the
for a very limited de-risking action that government could take to address the
PPA
/merchant
markets
current risks while supporting greater moves to the market away from subsidies.
While government should not underwrite revenues, it can play a role in derisking the debt associated with the investment.
There is a very low powered floor price regime that Ofgem employs for those
with Contracts for Difference. The ‘Offtaker of Last Resort’ mechanism has
never been called upon and as a mechanism is almost “forgotten”. However, a
similar floor price, extended to the PPA and merchant market for a
10-year period, would build confidence in the unsubsidised market.
A generation floor price would attract
The floor price would be designed around the cost of the capital – so
“investor
confidence, dispatch efficiency,
not rewarding profits but as a backstop to reduce cost of debt.
capacity
adequacy and optimal
This could be tapered, as this mechanism is unlikely to be used,
investment.
It also would reduce the
but as a key interim de-risking mechanism would stimulate greater
impact
on
consumers
reducing their
confidence in the unsupported market, delivering more competitive
exposure
to
excessively
high prices.”1
pricing and reducing the market distortions currently impacting
the merchant market from the wide spread use of Contracts for
Difference.
Building a stronger unsupported market for wind and solar will also release
more government funds and support for those less mature technologies that
are so important for delivering Net Zero.

Recommendation 4: Review Contracts
for Difference
There is a need for short-term reform
to the Contracts for Difference regime
followed by a more fundamental
pivot away from mature technologies
such as wind and solar, to return
to its original purpose – to unlock
cost efficiencies in emerging not
established technologies. Currently it
is having a deleterious impact on the
market and is unsustainable in the long
term in its current form.
Short-term Reforms
There are tangible measures that can
be introduced quickly that would drive
better value for money and greater
capital “sweating” while also putting in
place some important restrictions and
obligations to reduce waste.

Some of the Challenges of the CfD Mechanism
Many of the challenges we face are borne out of the success of the
current funding model for large scale low carbon generating assets.
The key misalignment is that we are trying to squeeze a capital-intensive
investment into a commodity market.
• The Wrong Difference: The price of fossil fuels is no longer an
appropriate or relevant reference point and does not reflect the whole
system costs
•	
Distorting the Market: The CfD regime has a price impact on the
viability of the merchant and PPA market
•	
Treating all Electrons Equally: There is no distinction between an
electron of utility and one wasted
•	
Rewarding Waste: Paying for wasted energy is not incentivising the
blending of generating assets with storage or identifying new utility
• End of the Subsidy Cliff: There are limited incentives to continue
generating post CfD period, thereby wasting the capital investment

• M
 arket Certainty and Carbon Reforms Reducing Risk: With the “deck”
squeezing fossil fuels out of the system, risk will be reduced and should be
reflected in the strike price.
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• S
 weat the Capital already Invested: All decarbonised assets should be
able to access all energy markets with no false barriers to delivering services
across these markets. This would unlock investment cases, lower risk and
offer new revenues to investors. The current false “competitive” silos do not
deliver best value to consumers and do not reflect the imperative to get
more from less across the system. This should start with giving access for
those with CfDs to the Capacity Market.
• Mandate Storage: Mandating procured or co-located storage for
generation projects over 500MW would mean a small increase to the strike
price but would bring down whole system costs.
• Connection and Planning Reforms: The Energy White Paper in December
20202 heralded changes to the planning and connection regimes that would
further de-risk capital and also bring projects to fruition more quickly. It stated:
“We will also work to reduce consenting delays and ensure that planning
guidelines and environmental regulations are fit for purpose.”
• No More Waste: Progressively reducing access to constraint payments
will drive developers to identify markets for excess generation and invest in
storage, hydrogen production and other technologies. This will also reduce
the prevalence of negative prices, which will further support the investment
case (see box).
• Obligation to Continue Production: Capital de-risked by citizens cannot
be wasted once the supported period is finished so there should be an
obligation for continued operation which can be underpinned by the market
floor price as described above.
• Whole System Cost and Value: CfDs need to adopt a much stronger focus
on whole system costs, of which there is limited analysis under the current
contractual arrangement. This will become more and more essential as we
move forward and should be included in the proposed National Audit Office
audit of whole system costs. See From Silos to Whole System
• Citizens’ Dividend: For those projects that are supported by customers
through the government, there must be an explicit Citizens’ Dividend,
representing a sharing factor related to the amount of support provided

CONFLATE CFDS WITH
THE CAPACITY MARKET
A new contractual structure
would provide both security
of supply and low carbon
generation.
As it would be a single asset
providing both these two roles
and benefits, there would be
no need to provide payments
to two different generators,
resulting in an avoided
investment.

MODERATELY EASY
Most of these measures
are changes to contractual
agreements

Medium-term Reforms: Focus on Immature Technologies
Funds allocated to the CfD mechanism going forward need to be scaled up
quickly but focused on the less mature technologies such as hydrogen, CCUS
long-term storage and demand side assets, driving the same significant changes
in cost that we have seen in offshore wind to these new areas of investment.
No new ‘One-Size-Fits-All’ Products and Assets: A Different Difference
The success of the CfDs for offshore wind provides us with a clear pathway on
which to take the additional and new immature technologies that are essential
for decarbonisation.
However, investment in these new products and assets can be unlocked
through the “difference” between a fossil fuel market and the new asset. In
addition, they are not all assets that respond to a ‘just in time’ commodity price.
By employing the whole system costings, the value of these new assets can
be judged on the difference in whole system costs between, for example, having
storage on the system and not having it on the system. When examining the
new metrics there is also an “avoided cost of energy” that currently has no
mechanism by which to be rewarded. CfDs could be developed to assist with
unlocking these assets by providing long-term contracts to make investments in
these highly valuable assets.
The whole system cost differential between having these assets on the
system or not could provide a reference price for a long-term fixed contract.

MODERATELY EASY
The concept of a Contract for
Difference should be tested
measuring the whole system
cost differential
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Stop rewarding waste
The UK faces unprecedented costs related to curtailment. The cost
of National Grid ESO dealing with constraints ranged from £23million to
£94million per month between January and December 2019, totaling over
£625million for that year. To put this constraint cost into perspective, ahead
of the Clean Growth Strategy UK government announced up to £557 million
to be allocated for Pot 2 CfD auctions1. The actions needed during COVID-19
to support curtailment when released will further show the realities of the
new system going forward.

Furthermore, analysis by LCP1 forecasts that in 2026 National Grid will be
fronting £1billion on resolving the Scottish export constraints alone (Figure
1). This cost does not include the associated carbon of turning up gas plants
south of the constrained border, which LCP estimates at 3 million tonnes per
annum up to the forecasted completion of network reinforcements in 2029.
This wasted zero-carbon generation is not acceptable under Net Zero and
reflects a system that is not optimised.

Figure 1: LCP forecast of thermal export constraint cost on the B6 (Scotland/England)
boundary and the percentage of each year in which constraints occur along this boundary

Developers with intermittent generation should be incentivised through
redeploying their curtailment liabilities to invest in all forms of storage,
electrolysis or through their active incentivisation of off peak consumption.
This very much promotes the need to have a value for “blended” assets and
new business models that reduce wasted energy.
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Miniaturising Support for Distributed and Behind-the-Meter Investments
MODERATELY EASY
While government needs to ensure investment in large big-ticket decarbonised
Miniaturised
Contracts for
assets, there is also a need for significant investment in a much wider set
Difference
should
be developed
of smaller assets both at the local level and behind the meter. Small-scale
and
tested
with
investors
generation (under 5MW) represented 14% of the UK’s total renewable
3
capacity in 2019, comprised of over 1.01 million installations , highlighting their
importance for achieving Net Zero.
Contracts for Difference can be designed to unlock these important
distributed and customer facing assets. This is particularly important for our
journey to decarbonize heat and transport. It is crucial that we find mechanisms
by which we can de-risk the upfront capital costs.
Some of this investment can be driven by customers. However, to achieve
the scale and allow for fair and equitable access to these benefits, routes to
supporting deployment need to be
facilitated.
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT
From conversations with investors
IN SMART METERS
there is growing appetite from large
Infrastructure investors have
infrastructure investors to look at
financed the deployment of smart
distributed assets through aggregators
meters showing that “distributed
and with CfD underpinning, this could
assets” with clear revenue projections
signficantly accelerate the deployment
can be appealing to big capital if an
of heat pumps, PV and batteries.
appropriate regime is established

Recommendation 5: Financial Sandbox:
Attracting new Investors
There is a problem at the heart of funding our decarbonisation and that is the
nature of the investors that are currently dominant in the sector. There is a risk
aversion and also an opportunity deficit, with investors looking for risk to sit
with the government who is the proxy for the consumer.
BEIS should establish a Financial Sandbox that allows for new models for
investment to be trialed and developed, opening up the system to greater risk
capital that might nevertheless actually deliver greater full systems benefits and
price reductions.
In the medium term we must make sure that we don’t exclude new types of
investment with multiple revenue streams rather than the vanilla investors that
the sector currently attracts.
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Conclusion
In a system that is capital intensive with a reducing commodity value, we
need to focus support on de-risking the capital and less on underpinning the
commodity revenues.
A combination of policy certainties, less competition from fossil fuels and the
service agreements proposed in this report, plus a low floor price, will make the
market options for mature technologies look much more attractive.
However, we do need a lot of investment. We need over time to pivot
the majority of government support to the immature technologies such as
large CCUS, hydrogen and tidal power projects but also make all mechanisms
accessible to investors interested in distributed and behind-the-meter assets.
Cumulatively, these recommendations would restack the deck towards
the different nature and characteristics of the renewable energy sector. The
whole system costs of these measures would be reduced, and capital would be
sweated effectively by dismantling the market “silos” preventing existing assets
from performing more than one action. As these measures were tested over
time, investor comfort and increased revenue certainty would have an increased
downward pressure on risk and cost.

1 Cornwall Insights “The net zero paradox:
Challenges of designing markets to bring
forward low marginal cost resources” See
report at https://www.cornwall-insight.com//
uploads Download from https://bit.ly/35iD3jV
2 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/945899/201216_BEIS_
EWP_Command_Paper_Accessible.pdf
3 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/875410/Renewables_
Q4_2019.pdf
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